Some systems work for a job with random working and processing times, and are checked at periodic and random times. When a failure occurs, we execute the backup operation to the latest checking time. First, the expected costs with periodic and random backups are formulated, and comparisons between periodic and random policies are made. Next, we focus on the backup policies when the system is checked at the N th interval of working times, two total expected costs are obtained and optimal numbers N * which minimize them are derived analytically. Finally, one modified backup model in which failures are detected only at checking times is proposed and two expected costs are obtained.
Introduction
Most units in standby and storage have to be checked at suitable times to detect their failures, which is called an inspection policy. Optimal policies which minimize the total expected cost until failure detection were derived (see Ref. 1, p. 107) , and were summarized (see Ref. 2, p. 201) . Furthermore, the periodic and sequential inspection policies for a finite time span were discussed. 3 When failures were detected in the recovery techniques of a database system, we execute the backup operation until the latest checkpoint and reconstruct the consistency of the system, 4,5 which is called a backup policy. It has been assumed in such models that failures are always detected immediately. However, there is a loss time or cost associated with the elapsed time of backup operation between failure detection and the latest checkpoint. Optimal periodic and sequential checking times for such backup operation were derived analytically 6 and summarized (see Ref. 7, p. 123 First, we obtain the total expected cost until the completion of backup operation is obtained, and using these results, optimal periodic and random policies are compared numerically. Next, when the system is checked at the N th interval of working times, the expected cost is obtained and an optimal policy which minimizes it is derived when failure and working times are exponential. Furthermore, when a failure for such systems occurs, we execute the backup operation until the latest checking time and repeat such operating processes until the next checking time. An optimal policy which minimizes the expected cost per one work is discussed analytically and numerically.
Finally, as one example of modified backup policies, suppose that the failure is detected only at checking times. Two optimal backup policies which minimize the expected costs are derived.
Through this paper, it is assumed that the system has a failure distribution F(t)
with finite mean μ (0 < μ < ∞) and failure density function f(t), i.e., F(t) ≣
, and for any function Φ(t). The random times such as working and processing times for a job are denoted by Y j (j = 1, 2, …), where Y j is independent and has an identical distribution G(t) with finite mean 1/θ (0 < 1/θ < ∞), and (j = 1, 2, …) and S 0 ≣ 0. Then, the probability that the system works exactly j times in 
Periodic and Random Backups
Suppose that the system is checked at successive random times Sj (j = 1, 2,…) such as working and processing times, and also at periodic times kT (k = 1, 2,…) for a specified T > 0. When a failure occurs, it is detected immediately, and the backup operation is executed until the latest checking time. The process ends once at the backup operation and starts renewly from this checking time.
It is assumed that cT and cR be the respective costs for periodic and random checks. In addition, when a failure occurs at time t between kT and (k + 1)T or Sj+1,
we carry out the backup operation from failure to the latest checking time kT . This incurs a loss cost c D (t − kT ) which includes all costs resulting from the processing time and the rollback operation from t to kT . While, when a failure occurs at time t between S j and (k + 1)T or S j +1, this incurs a loss cost c D (t − S j ).
The probability that the process goes back to the periodic check is (1) and the probability that the process goes back to the random check is (2) where (1)+(2)=1.
Therefore, the total expected cost until backup operation is
Clearly, when G(t) ≣ 0, i.e., the system is checked only at periodic times kT (k = 1, 2, …),
which agrees with (5.55) of Ref. 7 (p. 95) . When T = ∞, i.e., the system is checked only at random times S j (j = 1, 2, …),
which agrees with Ref. 7. We compare the periodic and random backup policies when F(t) = 1−e−λt(0 < λ < ∞) and G(t) = 1 − e−θt (0 < θ < ∞). In this case, the total expected cost in (4) is
Clearly, Thus, there exists an optimum T * (0 < T
